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Dr. Sol Tannebaum of Olym· 
pia Fields has accepted an in· 
vitation to participate in a 
Soviet-American optometry 
conference to be held this fall 
in Moscow and Leningrad 
This Soviet-American con­
ference has been arranged 
under the auspices of the 
Pacific University College of 
Optometry d Forest Grove, 
Oregon. It will attract promi­
nent eye/vision clinicians, re­
searchersand academics from 
throughout the United States. 
Included in the educational 
papers wil l  be Dr. Tan­
nebaum's review of the neces­
sary four components of vision 
1esting' that must be included 
to be called an 'eye examina­
tion.' Hopefully, these minimum 
key testscould be a unifying in· 
gredient for eye/vision ex· 
aminations throughout the 
world 
Dr. Sol Tannebaum has 
already participated in an eye/ 
vision exchange conference in 
China that included Chinese 
ophthalmologists, health ad­
ministrators and optometrists 
from the English speaking 
countries. He has also par­
ticipated in a volunteer medicaV 
optometric surgical/refraction 
eye mission in the Dominican 
Republic bringing eye care to 
an entire island population. 
Belgium, France, Sweden, 
Denmark, Italy and the Philip­
pine Islands have been in­
cluded in seminars and pre­
sentations of eye care. 
Listed in Whose Who in the 
Midwest, Whose Who in the 
U.S., Whose Who in Society 
and Whose Who in the Inter­
national Optical Year Book of 
England, he is a fellow of the 
American Academy of Op­
tometry and a former feature 
editor of the Journal of the 
American Optometric Associa· 
tion He is currently in private 
practice in Olympia Fields. 
Tannebaum is a GSU grad· 
uate (MHS - health administra· 
tion-'81�Hewillbeaa:ompanied 
by his wife, Marilynn, a former 
elementary school principal of 





19, 1988-Trustees for the five 
universities in the Board of 
Governors of State Colleges 
and Universities' (BOG) Sys­
tem today approved a recom­
mendation to increase the 
System's operating budget for 
F�IYear 1990(FY90)by 20 
percent over the current ap­
propriation. 
The BOG Chancellor, Thomas 
D. Layzel� summarized today's 
action by the Board. 
"As a result of the Board's ac­
tion today, we will go forward 
with a $220,906,200 budget 
proposal for the System in Fis· 
cal Year 1990. This budget in· 
eludes a nine percent salary 
increase for faculty and staff 
and more than $20 million to 
support academic programs 
and other services to students. 
This is a budget which will 
meet the needs of the 47,000 
students in the System. We will 
now proceed to make the case 
with the IBHE and the General 
Assembly and the Governor for 
this budget" 
Among the key components 
of the budget are $3.6 million 
for salary market adjustments 
and $4.8 million for academic 
programs recommended by 
the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education (IBHE) for Fiscal 
Year 1989 (FY89) but not fund­
ed; $1.15 million for creation of 
a College of Engineering at 
Chicago State University (CSU) 
and $932,900 for expansion of 
Western Illinois University's 
(WIU) instructional program· 
ming in the Quad Cities. 
Under the FY90 budget 
each of the five BOG uni­
versities would have appr� 
priations as follows: $33,737,· 
1 00 for CSU, an increase of 
20.9 percent; $51 ,357,200 for 
Eastern Illinois University (EIU), 
an increase of 21.3 percent; 
$23,120,100 for Governors 
State University (GSU), an in· 
crease of 20.2 percent; $42,· 
278,000 for Northeastern II· 
linois University, an increase of 
19.5 percent; and $62,423,· 
100 for WIU, an increase of 
18.4 percent 
The System's FY90 budget 
request will now be presented 
to the I BH E, where it will be 
prepared as an appropriation 
bill for the 1989 session of the 
Illinois General Assembly, with 
final approval resting with 
Governor Thompson. 
In other action, the Board ap­
proved labor agreements af· 
fecting 228 civil service staff at 
the five universities. The aver­
age salary increases for these 
agreements ranged from 5.31 
percent to 5.1 percent 
GSU ARCHIVES 
Couple in R8coon Coats, New York City, 1832 Photograph by J. V•n Der z-
(S.. ....- e •nd 7 inekle tor the complete story •nd llddltional photographs of the 
Harlem Renalaunce • Art of 8lltck Amelia· which Ia • traveling exhibit) 
President Goodn1an-MalaDiuth 
Discusses Repercussions of 
4.7% Funding Increase 
UNIVERSITY PARK-Des- MWe are proud to say we 
pite the lack of new funding, Dr. Goodman-Malamuth have accomplished much,e 
Governors State University said the recognition from the ven though the last three years 
PResident Leo Goodman· community, the outstanding GSU has received only$5,700 
Malamuth said the university faculty, the work in television in discretionary funding-
staff will work together to pr� production that is giving GSU a money that was available for 
vide students the best educa· national and international rep- us to use as we saw fit," the 
tion possible. utation, are all positives for the president said 
When the budget process university and will help enhance Included on this list of ac-
tor this academic year started its work this year. complishments is the opening 
two years ago, GSU requested MTo our constituents, we call of the Orland Park Place 
a 26.1 percent increase. Dr. ourselves 'your regional uni- satellite site; purchase of new 
Goodman-Malamuth said "that versity.' It is true," Dr. Good- equipment, furnishings and 
may have been an unrealistic man-Malamuth commented, typewriters for the GSU Stu· 
amount, but an amount neces- Mpeople in our region see us dent Center; development of a 
sary to do all the things we more and more as their uni- national teleconference on 
would like to do and do them versity-a university growing racism that was seen on 350 
well." in status and prestige, a univer- campuses across the u.S.; im· 
During the next two years of sity of first choice. provement of the quality and 
budget review by the Board of MWith ever increasing fre- quantity of computer hardware 
Governors, the Illinois Board of quency, the voices became throughout the university; re-
Higher Education and the 11- louder and more enthusiastic allocation of resources to hire 
linois Legislature, GSU's re- about their pleasure and pride new staff, and free data-base 
quest was whittled down to a of what we are and what we of- searches for faculty and stu· 
4.7 percent increase. Most of fer. GSU is meeting an increas- dents. Today GSU is the only 
that new money will be used ing level of excellence and public university in Illinois that 
for salary increases. The GSU quality through our courses offers this service for free. 
faculty and staff have not had and programs," he added Mit was hoped the Illinois 
raises in 24 months. Governors State is able to Legislature would provide new 
MWe all would have preferred offer the courses because of dollars to support elementary, 
more," the president said, "but its outstanding faculty, the secondary and higher educa-
it didn't happen. One might say president said GSU's faculty tion through a modest tax in-
we are suffering from fiscal has the highest percentage of crease, but the legislature took 
deprivation. However, all dep- PhD's among faculty at Illinois' no action on the proposal this 
rivation is relative and while we public universities. The GSU spring," the president noted 
have not received the support faculty members have con- "We are not pleased with the 
we would like, we have much tinued their own pursuits in lack of support, but we at 
with which to be pleased, much research and development Governors State University will 
with which to be proud and and brought back valuable in- continue to use our best efforts 
most importantly, much with formation into the classroom. to meet our mission of serving 





UNIVERSITY PARK - Gov­
ernors State University will 
offer two weekend workshops 
on planets during October. 
"Terrestrial Planets" offered 
from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Oct 1 and 
8 will explore the planets of 
Mercury, Venus, Earth and 
Mars and their natural satel­
lites. "Jovian Planets" offered 
from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Oct 15 and 
22, will explore the planets of 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune and their natural 
satellites. Both courses will 
meet on the GSU campus. 
GSU Adjunct Professor J. 
Harvey Hensley will be the in­
structor for the courses. This is 
the seventh year Hensley is 
teaching the weekend physics 
courses. Each course is taught 
as an intensive workshop for 
one-hour of credit Hensley 
uses films, slides and scientific 
models to enhance instruction. 
Each student is also provided 
with handouts. 
The course fees are $50 for 
non-credit; $99 for undergrad­
uate credit and $102.50 for 
graduate credit The fee in­
cludes materials, light meals 
and coffee. 
For further information, or to 
register, contact the Office of 
Conferences and Workshops 
at (312) 534-5000, extension 
2310. 
MARS FACT SHEET 
Name: named "Mars" by the 
Romans, was also called Ares 
by the Greeks after the god of 
war; also called the "Red 
Planet" because of its reddish 
color 
Sizec 4,200 miles in diamater, 
about half that of the earth 
Position: the fourth planet 
from the sun, its orbital distan­
ce from the sun ranges be­
tween 128 million miles and 
155 million miles; its distance 
from earth ranges from 34 
million miles to 249 million 
miles. 
Length of Day& Year. day: 
24 hours, 37 minutes - year: 
687 days - seasons each last 6 
(earth) months 
Geography: Mars has: 
- two polar ice caps made of 
frozen carbon dioxide (dry ice); 
the northern cap also contains 
frozen water 
- plains studded with impact 
craters; 
- Mars has experienced 
much volcanic activity and is 
home to the largest volcano in 
the solar system, Olympus 
Mons, which is extinct; 
- extensive lava flows; 
- an immense canyon sys-
tem, Valles Marineris, which is 
as wide ps the continental 
US; 
- what appear to be dried-up 
riverbeds which begin abruptly 
without tributaries and may be 
hundreds of miles long and 
several miles wide - could have 
been formed by water and ice, 
wind or lava 
Atmosphere (at the sur­
face): 
- 95% carbon dioxide; 2. 7% 
nitrogen; 1.6% argon; 
- very small amounts of ox­
ygen, carbon monoxide and 
water vapor 
- traces of neon, krypton, 
xenon and ozone 
- no ozone layer, so ul­
traviolet radiation would be 
hazardous to life 
(Earth's atmosphere is com-
GSU INNOVATOR 
Professor J. Harvey Hensley 
Hensley Lectures on Mars 
On Friday, September 16, at 
7:30 PM Adjunct Professor J. 
Harvey Hensley gave a lecture 
on the planet Mars. His lecture 
was called, ''The War God 
Shows His Colors: Viewing 
Mars in Late September." The 
planet Mars was closest to 
Earth on September 21. 
While Hensley was talking 
he used slides to explain what 
information is now available on 
Mars. The audience learned 
what the early astronomers 
thought about what they were 
able to see of Mars. One such 
early astronomer, Percival 
Lowell spotted the "canals" on 
the surface. Also shown were 
the polar caps which are 
thought to be carbon dioxide, 
the color because of the sur­
face, and the recent landings 
of spaced rafts which sent sam­
ples of Martian rocks and soil 
back to the Earth for testing. 
After the lecture there was a 
question and answer session. 
Professor Hensley timed his 
lecture so that he and the 
audience could go out and see 
Mars rising in the east. He in­
vited everyone present to look 
at the red planet through a 
telescope which he set up at 
the F entrance of the Universi­
ty. Everyone was treated to a 
posed of 78% nitrogen; 21% 
oxygen; just under 1% argon; 
with traces of carbon dioxide, 
neon, helium, methane, kryp­
ton and variable amounts of 
water vapor.) 
Temperature: At the equa­
tor, temperatures range from 
72 degrees F around noon in 
summer to -193 degrees F just 
before sunrise; daily fluctua­
tion of 180 degrees F are not 
uncommon. 
Gravity: 38% that of earth 
Weather. Because the at­
mosphere of Mars is so thin, it 
has a small heat capacity and it 
cools and heats more rapidly 
than that of earth; 
- clouds form from the water 
vapor in the atmosphere -
although it conta1ns only traces 
of water, the atmosphere is 
never far from saturation (water 
cannot ex1st as a liquid on the 
surface); 
- mists have been observed 
in valley bottoms; 
- seasonal weather patterns 
and global winds have been 
observed; 
- extensive dust storms, 
sometimes covering almost 
the entire globe, occur roughly 
annually, near the time Mars is 
closest to the sun; these 
storms can last up to several 
weeks and it can take months 
for the atmosphere to clear 
following a storm. 
spectacular view of Mars. 
Hensley also recently took 
part in the first International As­
tronomical Union Colloquim 
on teaching astronomy at 
Williams College in Williams­
town, Mass. 
He teaches the week-end 
astronomy courses here at 
Governors State and made his 
presentation on the classes. 
His classes have included 
such subjects as: "Stars & 
Nebulas," "Halley's Comet," 
Galaxies & Quasars," "In­
telligent Life in the Universe," 
and "Black Holes." 
Hensley is the chairman of 
the physics department at the 
University of Wisconsin-Platte­
ville where he is also an 
instructor. 
He was awarded his doc­
torate degree in science edu­
cation from the University of 
Iowa He is also active in the 
American Association a Physics 
Teachers and the American 
Astronomical Society. 
He has been teaching the 
astronomy courses here at the 
University for the last seven 
years. His students give his 
courses excellent reviews and 
because they are so interest­
ing, repeat them. 
Moons: Phobos (latin for 
"fear") and Deimos (latin for 
"dread'1. Both were discovered 
in 1877 and are thought to be 
captured asteroids. Both are 
signifiCantly smaller than the 
earth's moon (each could fit in­
side the boundaries of the city 
of Chicago). They are also 
heavily cratered, and covered 
with a thick layer of rock 
fragments and dust. 
Successful Mars Probes: 
Mariner 4, USA, 1964, Passed 
at 6,200 miles, July 1965; 
Mariner 6, USA, 1969, Passed 
at 2,100 miles, July 1969; 
Mariner 7, USA, 1969, Passed 
at 2,200 miles, August 1969; 
Mariner 9, USA, 1971, Orbited; 
Viking 1, USA, 1975, Orbiter 
and lander, 1976; and Viking 2, 
USA, 1975, Orbiter and lander, 
1976. 
The USSR has attempted 
several m1ssions to Mars but 
none has yet been successful 
Currently, two Russian probes 
are enroute to Mars and its 
moon Phobosandarescheduled 
to reach their destinations in 
January or February. The mis­
sion, simply called "Phobos," 
are the most complex inter­
planetary project attempted by 
the Soviets to date. Each 
spacecraft contains a lander 
and a surface-hopper. The 
hoppers will descent to Phobos 




Our understanding of the 
world has grown along with our 
concept of the world. The Adler 
Planetarium Sky Show "Plane­
tary Puzzle" explores man's 
history of discovery and charts 
our current course for the 
stars. 
"The wooden sailing ships of 
Prince Henry the Navigator 
and Columbus led to the rock­
ets and space probes of 
today," comments Planetarium 
Assistant Director and show 
author James Sweitzer. "Space 
travel would not be possible 
without their early efforts and 
explorations. Prince Henry 
used his knowledge of as­
tronomy to develop the sci­
ence of navigation by the stars. 
Navigating a spaceship is not 
that different from navigating 
across the Atlantic Ocean." 
"Planetary Puzzle" follows 
the quest for knowledge and 
discovery from the mapping of 
the earth to the mapping of the 
universe. "This is a great timeto 
be looking at the exploration of 
the solar system," says Sweit­
zer. "We have learned about 
Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn and Uranus through 
space probes and observing, 
making great strides in the last 
two decades. Voyager 2 will 
bring us the next piece in the 
"planetary puzzle" when it ap­
proaches Neptune next year. 
At that time we will have 
reached all the planets with the 
exception of Pluto." 
During our "Planetary Puz­
zle" tour of the solar system, we 
follow the 16 year journey of 
the Voyager 2 probe to see the 
impenetrable cloud cover of 
Venus and why Mercury is con­
sidered the most inhospitable 
planet of our solar system; we 
vi
_
sit a Martian polar ice cap, 
d1scover a thin ring of dust 
around Jupiter; penetrate the 
mysterious rings of Saturn and 
learn of the hidden liquid inte­
rior of Uranus. 
spots to pertorm analyses. 
Among their many tasks, will 
be photographing the surface 
of Phobos and vaporizing a tiny 
spot on the surface with a 
highly-specialized laser beam 
to analyze the resulting vapor. 
Life on Mars: The majority 
of scientists now ascribes any 
"signs" of life on Mars detected 
by the Viking lander to non­
biological causes, namely chem­
ical reactions. According to 
P lanetar ium S e n i o r  As­
tronomer Eric Garlson there is 
only a slight chance of life on 
Mars. "I believe Harold Klein, 
NASA's chief biologist, states it 
best in saying that it's a matter 
of probability - 95% chance 
that all experiment results can 
be explained as inorganic 
chemical processes (no life) 
and 5% chance that there are 
biological processes (life)." 
September 26, 1988 
"One of the highlights of the 
show is the trip to the Martian 
polar ice cap," according to 
Sweitzer. "It's an extraordinary 
vantage point-we are in a ca­
nyon in the ice cap among 
three-mile-high mesas and 
buttes and in the distance we 
can see send dunes. It's 
definitely extraterrestrial." 
"I think it's important for peer 
pie to get an idea of how much 
we do know about our solar 
system," adds Sweitzer. "We've 
come a long way from the hys­
teria of Orson Welles' 1938 
broadcast of 'The War of the 
Worlds.' We have been to the 
moon several times. Space ex­
ploration is still intriguing, but 
no longer intimidating," he 
concludes. 
Astronomers at the Plane­
tarium decided to feature the 
planets this Fall because Mars 
is gomg to be closer to the 
earth than it has been in 17 
years, providing a wonderful 
opportunity for viewing the 
Red Planet According the 
Sweitzer, the Planetarium will 
be celebrating for an entire 
month-"Martian month, that 
is" (one Martian month equal 
two months earth time), Sep­
tember 1 through October 31, 
with special observing sessions, 
an exhibit of meteorites believed 
to have come from Mars, the 
Children's Sky Show "Meteor 
Mouse Goes to Mars" for pre­
schoolers, and special classes 
for adults and children along 
with the "Planetary Puzzle" 
show. 
Show t1mes for "Planetary 
Puzzle" are 2 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday; 2 and 8 p.m. 
Friday and 11 am., 1, 2, 3, 4 p.m. 
Saturday, Sunday and holi­
days. There will also be a 9:30 
p.m. Friday show during Mars 
Month. 
As the th1rd part of evening 
Sky Shows, see live video im­
ages of the moon, planets, 
galaxies and "deep space" 
from our new 2Q-inch, com­
puter controlled telescope. 
Mars will be featured during 
September and October. Also 
during Mars Month, "Planetary 
Puzzle" will include taped ex­
cerpts of the Mars observing 
sessions. 
Sky Show admission is 
$3.00 for adults, $1.50 for 
children ages 6 to 17, and free 
for senior citizens with iden­
tification and Planetarium 
members. Children under 6 are 
not admitted to Sky Shows but 
are welcome at the Children's 
Sky Show Saturdays at 1 0 am. 
and to the three floors of ex­
hibits in the Planetarium build­
ing. Admission to the Plane­
tarium building is free. 
The Adler Planetarium is 
located at 1300 South Lake 
Shore Drive. For further infor­
mation, 322-Q300. The CTA 
#146 bus provides direct ser­
vice to the Planetarium from 
State Street 
To find out what to look for 1n 
this month's sky, call the 
NIGHTWATCH 24-hour line at 
322-0334. 
* NEW INNOVATIONS IN COMPUTERS * 
One Computer Runs 
Both Apple and IBM 






September 26, 1988 
Job Search Strategies 
Part One 
The process of conducting a 
job search will include a num· 
ber of different strategies if you 
intend to be as comprehensive 
as possible in maximizing your 
potential for finding and secur­
ing a satisfying professional 
position. Altho4gh a number of 
people have a relatively "easy" 
time of conducting the job 
search, most people will find 
they need to be more asser· 
tive, even more aggressive in 
searching out opportunities 
and making contact with pros· 
pective employers. While the 
task of finding a job can 
become almost a full-time job 
itself, and the level of frustra· 
tion can often become quite 
high, it is important to ap­
proach the job search with the 
understanding that the more 
you do as a job seeker, the bet· 
ter your chances, and that the 
ratio of negative or non-re­
sponses to your applications 
and inquiries will far outnum· 
ber the positive responses you 
will receive from employers. If 
you approach the process 
realistically, your level of frus· 
tration will be minimized. And 
regardless of how long a pro­
cess the job search becomes, 
the job seeker needs to be pre­
pared to keep making the ef· 
fort to conduct a thorough and 
professional search until he or 
she achiQves success. One 
needs constantly to ask, "Have 
I done everything I can do in 
finding a good job?" Usually, 
the real answer to that ques· 
tion is, "NO!" 
What follows are several 
items and strategies to con· 
sider when conducting a pro­
fessional job search: 
• 
Career Designs 
Bv Dan Amari . . 
Employment Advertise­
ments/Job Postings: Using 
classified ads in the employ· 
ment section of the news· 
paper and other job postings is 
clearly the path of least resis· 
tance. lt takes the least amount 
of effort on your part, and 
usually results in the worst 
ratio of positive responses to 
your applications. Why? Be­
cause everyone who is looking 
for a particular type of job will 
refer to classifieds and post· 
ings, and will be applying for 
the same jobs you will. Thus, 
the competition will be highest 
for advertised openings. Fur· 
thermore, those classifieds 
and postings represent only a 
very small percentage of jobs 
that are ever available at any 
given moment If you restrict 
your job search to applying to 
organizations advertising open­
ings, you're restricting yourself 
to only about 20% of the jobs 
that are available. That's statis· 
tically correct about 80% of all 
the jobs that ever become 
available are never adver­tised anywhere. This does not 
suggest that you shouldn't 
bother utilizing classifieds and 
job postings. Rather, it sug­
gests that in addition to this 
strategy, it is very wise also to 
include other strategies to gain 
access to the "hidden job 
market" 
College Recruiting: For 
students and alumni of GSU, 
the Recruiting Program ad­
ministered through Career 
Planning & Placement can be 
another effective tool in mak· 
ing contact with organizations 
who have demonstrated a 
specific interest in the grad­
uating students and graduates 
of GSU. It is also a very easy 
: ............................................ , 
• • • • • • • • • • • • : Don't S ! • pend Your Evenings and Weekends Typing • • • • • 
: Term Papers and Special Projects : • • • Fast, A T • • ccurate yping Available • • • • • : Reasonable Rates : • • • • 
• For Appt. - 877-5452 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
� . 
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method to incorporate into 
your efforts. Another caveat, 
however: only an extremely 
small percentage of people 
receive job offers through re­
crUiting programs. At the 
average institution of higher 
education, approximately 5% • 
10% of graduating students 
receive job offers as a result of 
their participation in college re­
cruiting programs. What about 
the remaining 90% • 95%? Ob­
viously, they find gainful em· 
ployment uti l izing other 
strategies. 
Employment Agencies/ 
"Headhunters:" A former 
Chairman of General Motors 
once said of the corporation, 
"General Motors is not in the 
business of making auto· 
mobiles. General Motors is in 
the business of making money." 
Well, the same is true of em· 
ployment agencies. Their pri· 
mary interest is in making profit 
from their efforts. Thus, your 
best interests are not always 
served by such agencies. 
Many, many individuals report 
utter frustration in dealing with 
employment agencies, and 
this is probably the case 
because they have put too 
much faith in utilizing this 
single strategy in gaining em· 
ployment While employment 
agencies can definitely assist 
many individuals, you need to 
approach the use of agencies 
with the proper attitude. Some 
points to remember are: 
1. You shouldn't have to pay 
for their services. The best 
agencies assess a fee from the 
employer, not from prospec­
tive employees. 
2. The more specialized your 
skills and area of job interest, 
and the more experience you 
have in that field, the more like­
ly an agency will be able to 
serve you well. 
3. Many employment agen· 
cies have areas of specializa· 
tion; many do not It is in your 
best interests to identify the 
agency or agencies which 
specialize in your areas of in· 
terest Organizations who rou· 
tinely engage employment 
agencies, are likely to be aware 
of those agencies, and look to 
them for qualified candidates 
for specialized fields. 
4. Don't expect a lot If some-
thing positive comes of your in· 
volvement with an employ· 
ment agency, great! But don't 
let your lack of success in uti liz· 
ing employment agencies 
stymie your resolve to con· 
tinue an assertive job search. 
Developing Your Own 
Target List of Prospective 
Employers: As mentioned 
earlier, it is important for you to 
gain access to the "hidden job 
market." That means attempt· 
ing to uncover those job oppor· 
tunities that aren't advertised 
anywhere. Taking the time to 
do a thorough identification of 
the range of prospective em· 
ployers that employ individuals 
in positions you desire, and 
within the geographical para· 
meters of your job search, is an 
important step. The process of 
identifying this target list is not 
as difficult as it might seem. 
Let's say, for example, you're 
interested in working in bank· 
ing in the south suburbs of 
Chicago. The only resources 
you need are a telephone book 
and a telephone. EVERY bank 
that exists in the south suburbs 
has a telephone number listed 
in the phone book. And a quick 
call to the receptionist will give 
you the name and title of the in· 
dividual with whom you should 
be communicating regarding 
employment, the complete ad· 
dress information, in short, 
everything you need to initiate 
communication with that pros· 
pective employer. And if there 
are thirty-three banks in the 
south suburbs, it means you'll 
be sending out well-written 
cover letters and resumes to 
thirty-three bank officers, and 
following up shortly thereafter 
with thirty-three phone calls to 
those people you've sent your 
resume. If you only send out a 
dozen resumes, or even as 
many as thirty, you're not doing 
all that you can do. 
In addition to the telephone 
book, there are numerous 
other directories which can 
significantly assist you in iden­
tifying potential employers 
with whom you should plan to 
make contact There are many 
regional directories, as well as 
directories for specific employ-
Business Expo '88 
Begins Thursday 
When business leaders 
gather, the atmosphere is 
typically formal. However, on 
September 27 and 28 Busi­
ness Expo provides an oppor­
tunity for key business leaders 
to meet and mingle outside the 
workplace. 
Business Expo '88, spon­
sored by the Chamber of Com­
merce of the Southern Sub­
urbs, allows business and in-
, dustry in this area the oppor­
tunity to display a vast array of 
products and services avail­
able both to private and indus­
trial consumers. 
The Expo, which takes place 
at the Holiday Inn Plaza in Mat­
teson, is open to the general 
public as well as to business 
representatives. Last year's 
Expo attendance was more �han 9,000, and the 1988 Expo 
IS expected to generate an 
even larger crowd All 1 05 dis­
play booths have been re­
served - promising a great 
variety of products and ser­
vices on display. 
While the exhibits are the 
emphasis of Business Expo 
'88, the Chamber provides 
extra incentives for attend­
ance. Not only are infor­
mational seminars on the 
agenda, but entertainers are a 
part of the festivities. Imper­
sonators from the Drury Lane 
production of "The Phantom 
and the Superstars" perform 
on Tuesday, and "The Amazing 
Howe Brothers" comedy team 
performs on Wednesday. 
The Chamber hosts Hos­
pitality Hours at the Expo on 
Tuesday, while the Holiday Inn 
provides refreshments on 
Wednesday. 
Admission for all Expo 
events is free, but reservations 
are required for both seminars 
on September 28. Joyce Rhein­
heimer, Ph.D presents informa­
tion on "How to Project Your­
self Professionally," and attor­
ney Kenneth A Jenero dis­
cusses "Labor Law Update." 
To register for the seminars, 
call 957-6950. Governors State 




ment fields. For example, if 
you're interested in working 
locally for a manufacturing firm, 
you might consult the Illinois 
Directory of Manufac• 
turers. If you're interested in 
getting into advertising, you 
would want to utilize the Stan­
dard Directory of Advertis­
ing Agencies and the Stan­
dard Directory of Adver­
tisers. To locate directories 
on particular areas of interest, 
the Director of Directories, 
an excellent comprehensive 
reference book of directories, 
should exist in good libraries. 
For virtually every interest, 
there is a directory listing 
organizations, and in many in­
stances, provide not only ad­
dress and telephone informa­
tion, but also the names and 
titles of organizations' officers, 
and sometimes a thumbnail 
description of the organization 
and its efforts. 
Watch for the next issue of 
the Innovator for Part Two of 
Job Search Strategies which 
will cover the following: 
Finding Out More Informa­
tion About Organizations 
Professional Associations 
With Whom Do I Make 
Contact? 
(Almost) Never Take "No" for 





Mon., Tues., Thurs.: 
8:30 am.- 7:30 p.m. 
Wed, Fri.: 
8:30 am. - 5:00 p.m. 
(312) 534·5000 ext. 2163 
Dan Amari, Director 
Dan Kreidler, Job Locator 
& Developer 





you ever thought of starting 
your own business? 
The Small Business Develop­
ment Center at Governors 
State University will be provid­
ing information on the essen­
tials you'll need to know about 
starting a business at its "How 
To Start Your Own Business" 
workshop Sept 30. 
The program from 9 am. to 
3:30 p.m. on the GSU campus, 
will presents the ins-and-outs 
of getting a new business off 
the ground-from the financ­
ing of your business to the 
marketing of your business 
product The seminar will touch 
on all aspects of starting a new 
business including financing, 
management, marketing, taxes, 
recordkeeping, insurance and 
legal organization. 
GSU's Small Business De­
velopment Center gives direct 
assistance to small busines­
ses through analysts/coun­
selors, information specialists, 
technology transfer agents 
and procurement assistance. 
The center also provides other 
types of expertise available 
through a well-defined net­
work. 
The $35 fee will include 
lunch. For further information, 
or to register, contact the Small 
Business Development Cen­
ter at (312) 534-3713. 
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GSU/CAFE COMMENTS- QUESTION: 
What do you like about school at GSU? 
Doreen Bert 
Photography· Grad 
Glen Ellyn, Ill. 
Personal attention. I don't 
feel that I am lost in the shuffle. 
I see a lot of people that are 
ready and willing to help out I 
Uke the library system, that � 
puter system is just dynamite. 
Seniors: Apply 
for Awards 
The National Leadership 
Awards Council is pleased to 
announce that it will be accept­
ing nominations for the Nation­
al Leadership Award. 
Eligibility for this award is 
based on demonstrated leader­
ship ability and is limited to 
Senior year status students 
only. 
Students that have held 
leadership positions while at­
tending an accredited un­
dergraduate institution are 
encouraged to apply for the 
award Only the top 1% of the 
students attending each 
school will receive the award 
In addition to receiving an 
award certificate, recipients of 
the award will be included in 
our scholarship competition 
which will- award two scholar­
ships to those two students 
who have demonstrated the 
highest achievements in leader­
ship. 
Please contact your student 
government office for further 
details. The deadline for a� 
plication is drawing near. 
INN en· courages Ieite�& •o the editor 
from the GSU Community. Let· tel5 should be typed doubl& 
spaced and not excet!d 200 � Letter:; are $Ubject to editi'IQ and d:. not necessanty ref� the C::;llnic.n t;,l tl·.e pa�r 
01 lis staff All �tters mu5t be :;igne<i Name$ witt be with­
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Nutt Hamparkdee 
MBA•Grad 
Olympia Fields, Ill. 
It is exciting for me. It is my 
first time here, meeting people. 
English is not my language. 
Thai is. The people are open 
here. 
Rosetta Gibson 
Political Studies • Grad 
Park Forest, IlL 
1 like the idea of being in­
volved in a university. I enjoy 
the interaction of the students 
that 1 meet and the faculty. It 
has afforded me a good oppor­
tunity to further my education. 
"' 
� � 
. Appllcatlona are now being accepted for , .. he poaltlon of MANAGING EDITOR of the j t INNOVATOR. f \' 
�� Application packeta are available ;�· from the Innovator, the Placement Office 
_r,.,. and the Office of Student Life. 
•. 
- Appllcatlona muat be returned to 
the .student Communication Media Board 
c/o Office of Student Life 
Latino Film Festival 
Opening in Chicago 
A collection of 50 films (in 
English or subtitl� from 19 
Latin American countries, Spai" 
the United States and Chicago 
ranging from picaresque com­
edies to dramas, political 
satires and penetrating social 
documentaries, has been a& 
sembled for this yeats Chicago 
Latino Film Festiva� an annual 
cinematic extravaganza that 
brings renowned Latino direc­
tors, producers, and film stars 
to Chicago 
This yeafs Festival will be 
held at the Three Penny 
Cinema, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave., 
from September 23rd through 
October 2nd with an exhibi­
tion of a short and a feature film 
per show. 
Opening night will be cele­
brated with the screening of 
two films, "Mi Vida: The 
Three Worlds of Maria 
Gutierrez'' and 11 Funny, 
Dirty Little War'' from Argen­
tina, and a cocktail reception at 
announcement 
Results of the student elec­
tions will be in by Friday, Sept 
23 at the Office of Student 
Life. 
. . . . . . 
·. < r 
the First Chicago Center Theater, 
Dearborn and Madison on 
September 22, from 5:30 to 
10:00 pm 
Admission per show (short& 
Feature) is$6 for adults and$4 
for students, senior citizens, 
and handicapped persons. 
Opening night tickets are $20 
in advance and $25 at the 
door. A Festival pass can be 
1Urchased for only $50. 
The highlight of this yeafs 
Festival will be the special ap­
pearance by two-time Academy 
Award nominee� Mexican ac­
tress, Katy Jurado, following 
the screening of the 1952 
Academy Award-winning movie 
"High Noon." Along with 
Jurado, 17 prominent directors 
and stars Will make guest ap­
pearances following the screen­
ing of their films. 
The Chicago Latino Film 
Festival was founded in 1985 
for the purpose of acquainting. 
Chicago audiences with the 
Apology 
We apologize to Dr: Virginio 
Piucci for his "trauels'' to En­
gland The headline should 
have read "Professor travels 
to England" 




The tact that I am almost 
finished. It is close to where I 
Jive (Crete) and to the area that 
1 was raised (Steger). The 
courses here are advanced 
enough to keeP. up with what is 
happening in the world today. 
Mary Kay Ayers 
Nursing·UG 
Mokena, 111. 
,e classes are arranged 
conveniently for adults who do 
more in their life than just go to 
school. You are treated as _
an 
adult here. The tuition is fatrly 
priced 
Events Cancelled as CTPI 
Files for Bankruptcy 
Ticketmaster-Ghicago, Inc. 
has been advised by represen­
tatives of Chicago Theatre Pro­
ductions, Inc. (CTPI) that CTPI 
intends to file for protection 
under the bankruptcy Jaws 
either September 6, 1988, or 
September 7, 1988. All events 
currently scheduled to take 
place at the Chicago Theatre 
have been cancelled. All ticket 
holders should continue to 
hold their tickets for Chicago 
Theatre events. Information 
relative to ticket refunds will be 
furnished to the public by CTPI 
as soon as possible. 
T i c k e t m a s t e r  h a s  e s­
tablished a customer service 
telephone number which may 
be used by ticket holders to ob­
tain current information with 
respect to Chicago Theatre 
events and CTPI's refund 
policy, once established This 
telephone number is (312) 
902-1400, and will be in opera­
tion from 9 am. to 5 p.m., Mon­
day through Friday. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Student Life Campus Center "Fireside 
Chaf' originally scheduled for October 5, 
1988, is postponed until November. Watch the 
Innovator for further details 
vast artistic talents and the 
cultural diversity of Latinos, 
who form a growing segment 
of the citYs population From 
its obscure. makeshift begin­
nings as a 14-film Festival that 
drew merely 500 moviegoers, 
the Festival has grown to 
become an important city-wide 
cultural event that expects to 
attract more than 12,000 � 
pie from across the Midwest 
for its expanded 5Q-film pro­
gram 
Chicago Latino Cinema spon­
sors the festival in conjunction 
with the Film and Video 
Department a Columbia Col­
lege. Recent events spon­
sored by Chicago Latino 
Cinema included the pre­
mieres of the Mexican films, 
"Frida," the story of artist 
Frida Kahlo, wife of muralist 
Diego Rivera; the awar�win­
ning "La Gran Fiesta," the 
first commercial feature film 
produced in Puerto Rico; and 
"The Milagro Beanfield 
War," including special ap­
pearances by stars Sonia 
Braga and Ruben Blades. 
Major sponsors of this yea( s 
Festival are the Illinois Depart­
ment of Commerce and Cu� 
tural Affairs, Illinois Bell, 
American Airlines, WSN& TV 
Channe144, WOJOFM Radio 
Ambiente. and AT&T. 
For further information call 
(312) 751-3421 or 431-1330. 
Big Prizes 
for Poets 
A trip to Hawaii for two is the 
new Grand Prize prize in the 
American Poetry Association's 
latest poetry contest There is 
also a $1,000 First Prize. In all, 
152 poets will win $11,000 
worth of prizes. Contest entry 
is free. 
"Students have been win­
ners in all our contests," said 
Robert Nelson, the publisher 
for the Association. "So I urge 
students to enter now. Later 
they may be too busy with 
exams." 
Poets may send up to five 
poems, no more than 20 lines 
each, with name and address 
on each page to American 
Poetry Association, Dept CN-
7 4, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O. 
Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 
95061. 
Poems are judged on ori­
ginality and sincerity. Every 
poem is also considered for 
publication. 
In the last six years the 
American Poetry Association 
has sponsored 27 contests 
and awarded $101,000 to 
2,700 winning poets. 
Poems postmarked by De­
cember 31 are eligible to win. 
Prizes will be awarded by Fe� 
ruary 28, 1989. 
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Too Busy to Cal l  
We at the Innovator have 
seen many students pass 
through the halls of learning at 
GSU. Many of our former 
friends have graduated or 
have moved into the world of 
work. Many are married now 
and have family obligations. 
If we were to call them on the 
telephone and ask how they 
are doing, we would hear 
something like: "Oh wcm! How 
are you? Did you graduate yet? 
How is everything at school? 
I've been real busy. We should 
really get together again. 
Maybe in a few weeks I can 
find some time and then we 
can do something. Definitely 
keep in touch." 
Losing a friend is a sad prop­
osition for us. Friends are kin­
dred spirits whether in thought 
or style. Otten they have a 
sense of humor which we �p­
preciate. Friends are fun to be 
with and are inspiring. 
Why would anyone want to 
throw away a friendship? 
Because friendship takes 
work. Friends should be res­
ponsive to each other and 
spontaneous. Friendship is 
mutual. Why place the entire 
burden on the other? Why 
should one friend do all the 
work? 
Frankly, we are tired of call­
ing former friends and asking if 
they are busy or can we come 
over for a visit. It is sad when 
these same good people 
never call or when they cancel 
plans made three weeks in ad­





ernors State University will 
offer seven computer work· 
shops, on campus, in early 
October. 
"AutoCAD !-Computer As­
sisted Design Hands-on Work­
shop" teaches students how to 
use AutoCAD, a computer 
aided drafting tool used in 
architectural drawing, interior 
design, work-flow charts, and 
mechanical engineering draw­
ings. Participants learn various 
commands such as LINE, CIR­
CLE, ARC, PU N E. 
This workshop will be from 9 
am. to 5 p.m. Oct 1 and 8 at 
GSU. The fee is $17 5. 
"Communications Software" 
combines a computer, a phone 
line, and a modem to create a 
passageway for electronic 
mail and commercial and local 
bulletin boards. Students will 
learn about various programs 
including Cross Talk, PC-Talk, 
Q-Modem, and Connect 
This workshop will be from 9 
am. to 1 p.m. Oct 8 at GSU. The 
fee 1s $40. 
"Computer Spreadsheet 
Comparison" al lows students 
to create budgets, do taxes. 
computerize their checkbook 
ledgers, perform payroll func­
tions, log daily expenditures, 
and various other financial 
functions including forecast­
ing. Workshop participants will 
compare features of several 
top-selling software packages. 
This workshop will be from 
8:30 am. to 12:15 p.m. Oct 5 at 
GSU. The fee is $40. 
"dBase I l l  Plus" is written for 
the IBM PC. This is a powerful 
package that works like an el­
ectronic fi l ing cabinet, in­
stantly retrieving, sorting or 
listing information. The partici­
pant will also learn how to use 
inventory control systems, 
mailing lists and items such as 
personnel records. 
This workshop will be from 9 
am. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, Oct 1 
and 8 at GSU. The fee is 
$175. 
"Multiplan," a second-gen­
eration spreadsheet program, 
perfectly complements Word­
Star and dBase I I. With busi­
ness trend projecting and 
forecasting functions, "Multi­
plan" is the accou ntant's 
dream. 
This workshop will be from 
8:30 am to 12:15 p.m., Fridays, 
Oct 7 through 28 at GSU. The 
fee is $125 for noncredit, $99 
for u n d e rg raduate s, and 
$102.50 for graduate stu­
dents. 
"R:Base 5000," a database 
manager, is a powerful micro 
version of a mainframe pack­
age. While retaining the flex­
ible command structure of the 
mainframe, R:Base 5000 has 
an easy-to-use editing and 
data base creation facility. 
This workshop will be from 
8:30 am. to 12:15 p.m., Mon­
days, Oct 3 through 24 at GSU. 
The fee is $175. 
"Seminar on Free Software" 
reviews free software and 
shareware programs used 
with the IBM PC/Xf/AT and 
compatibles. Some of the pro­
grams to be reviewed are desk 
01ganizers (calendar, calculator, 
text editor, and phone book), 
utilities to enhance the cap­
abilities of DOS, word pro­
cessors, databases, and spread­
sheets. Participants should 
bring at least six blank disks to 
copy programs on: PC-Write, 
PC·File, PC-Galc, Visicalc, and 
Deskmate. 
This workshop will be from 9 
am. to 1 p.m. Oct 1 at GSU. The 
fee is $40. 
For further information, or to 
register, call the GSU Office of 
Conferences and Workshops 
at (312) 534-5000, ext 231 0. 
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M ELTI NG POT 
Tell me about 
the melting pot 
cold! 
hot! 
red with sparkling flames 
coated with white ashes, 
I know 





by Evert Giscombe 
NICE PEOPLE 
N ice people are good 
people 
who cannot be picked 
like fresh berries 
from a tree steam





The melting pot 
hot! 
When Do I Know 
When do i begin to search 
for lo\18 
to be tasted. 
Nice people 
can be read 
through the Upon whose face shall 
i read eyes, their intentions 
duplicated by 
their actions 
shall be cooled 
with mental energy 
hissing from the brain 
like 
When do i begin to hurt 
for love 
From whom shall 
i seel<. and sincerity. Nice people steam locomotive 
the melting 
pot 







cannot be assimilated 
with hatred 
of what signs shall 
i see 
cold! 
When do i know that love 
is green Nice people_ 
Tell me of the symptoms 
shall i see. Will explode more violent than a volcano 
destroying When do i know that words 
are true evil minds envious soul. From whom shall 
i believe Nice people When do i know that love 
is real will be nice people, so long as you are 
nice to people. From whose heart shall i feel. 
Cotmselor's 
Coltm  
by Peggy Woodard 
During the first three weeks of classes, I talked 
with nine students who had the "I have to hurry and 
graduate syndrome." Granted, this is a very com­
mon student ailment; however, for some students, 
it can be an educationally fatal one. Very often, 
students who try to combine too many classes 
with work, family, friends, and other respon­
sibilities end up with problems in their coursework. 
Following are some very common reasons this 
syndrome occurs: 
1. I have to hurry and graduate so I can get a 
job and make money. 
2. I need to spend more time with my spouse 
and children so I must hurry and finish 
my degree. 
3. My husband/wife wants me to hurry and 
finish my degree because we need a sec­
ond income. 
4. We would like to move from this a1ea, but 
we can't until I complete my education. 
5. I may get a divorce, but first I must be finan­
cially independent My degree will allow 
me to get a good job. 
6. We would like to buy a house, but I need to 
complete my degree and be employed in 
order for us to afford the payments. 
All of the above and many more are good 
reasons why students want to graduate. However, 
they may not be good reasons for taking more 
courses than you can successfully complete. As a 
student, you may start the beginning the trimester 
with high expectations; le., "I can complete 1 5  
hours of coursework, work40 hours per week, and 
still have time for my family. It's only for one or two 
trimesters." However, as the trimester progresses 
and you begin to feel pressure because papers 
are due, mid-terms are next week, work needs you 
to work overtime, and your child has the flu, the ini­
tial optimism for success may begin to dwindle. In  
fact, when something has to slide, it is  likely to be 
your school work. 
Once you become overwhelmed with too many 
anxiety producing situations, you are forced to 
make a decision; i.e., should I drop a class(es), 
should I try to get by with a C or D when I usually 
make A's or B's, should I ask the instructor for an in­
complete, or should I just quit school. Very often, 
students become so overwhelmed when they get 
into this type of situation that they decide they 
should not be in school and drop out 
A better alternative is to be realistic in planning 
your schedule with regard to what you can and 
cannot successfully complete. The smart student 
is the one that determines how many classes he/ 
she can balance with his/her other responsibilities 
and then establishes both short and long term 
goals. Realistic planning may add one to two 
trimesters to your graduation date; however, it is 
likely to be a graduation filled with positive ex­
periences and success. Today, an early gradua­
tion is not necessarily best; only your best efforts 
can lead to your academic success. Use realistic 
planning to allow yourself the opportunity to 
achieve both your educational and career goals. 
If you have concerns about these or any other 
problems, you are welcome to talk with a coun­
selor in the Office of Student Development Coun­
selors in this office see students with a range of 
problems, including academic, career and per­
sonal issues. All counseling sessions are con­
fidential For an appointment, contact Peggy 
Woodard, Counselor, in B1400 or call 534-5000, 
extension 21 42. 
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.,....., 11om1ng, New York 011y, t ns  
............... .., ... v.,. Der z.e  
This landmark exhibition, 
organized by the Studio 
Museum d Harlem and cir· 
culated by the American Fed­
eration of Arts, explores the 
achievements d five artists 
who came to prominence dur· 
ing the 1 920's-the period 
known as the Harlem Renais­
sance. 
This exhibit features works 
by painters, Aaron Douglas, 
Wm. H. Johnlon, and Palmer 
Hayden; sculptor Meta War­
rick Fuller, and photographer 
James Van Der Zee. 
These artists were among 
the first to define a vllual 
vocabulary for black American 
Art Their work encompaaaes 
many styles and uses Images 
from black folklore, African cul­
ture. f8llglon and everyday life 
in the Black Community. 
Pll .......... br c.t V.. Veolllen 
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CO PUTER CONSU TA TS 
IN  - ICRO SPECIA ISTS 
P.O.  BOX 359 • PALOS PARK, IL. 60464 • [31 2) 429-9592 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
NOW IS THE TIME TO JUMP ON THE BAND WAGON, AND GET ONE OF THE BEST COMPUTERS ON THE MARKET TODAY. IT • 
HAS THE CAPABILITY TO RUN IBM SOFTWARE AND APPLE II SERIES ( lie, lie, II+ or II) SOFTWARE. I HAVE TESTED THIS 
MACHINE AND HAVE FOUND IT TO BE AN EXCELLENT PIECE OF EQUIPMENT. 
THIS COMPUTER HAS EVERYTHING BUILT INTO ONE UNIT, EXCEPT THE KEYBOARD. THERE ARE NO MONITORS TO KNOCK 
OVER.  THERE ARE NO DISK DRIVES TO MOVE OR KNOCK OVER. THIS UNIT IS BUILT OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION. " AU IN ONE 
UNIT'. 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF EVERY MACHINE YOU GET A FREE ONE YEAR ON·SITE SERVICE CONTRACT. THIS IS THRU A 
THIRD PARTY COMPANY CALLED SERVICE INTELLIGENCE. THIS IS A NATION-WIDE FIRM. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
THE PRICING 0 THIS CO PUTER IS AS FOLLOWS : 
1 - 5 U ITS 
6 - 25 U ITS 
26 • 99 U ITS 
1 00 · 299 U ITS 
300 . 





THIS CO PUTER RETAILS FOR 1 695.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
YOU WILL FIND THAT YOU CANNOT BUY A IBM PC COMPUTER AND A APPLE COMPUTER FOR THESE PRICES. CALL US 
NOW. WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE . 
THANK YOU FOR LETTING JRM DATA SERVICES ASSIST YOU AND HELP YOU WITH YOUR NEEDS. 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS • 
SINCERELY, 
� �. rn� 
0 JAMES R.  MOORE 
PRESIDENT 











The WPC Bridge is like two computers in one. . . .  The WPC Bridge is a powerful IBM (R) PC compatible able to run 
difficult programs with tubo performance. The WPC Bridge is als an excellent Aple (R) compatible that runs the 
most popular Apple II  (R) programs, including Appleworks (R) Software selection is broadened by the system's 
compatibil ity with IBM MS-DOS (R) and Apple lie programs. 
Rugged construction and compact design . . . .  The WPC Bridge is an al l-in-one computer, and unlike other 
computers, features a steel frame. The durable constructon of the WPC Bridge is designed to withstand vigorous 
use by students and adults. A snap-on cover is Included to protect the monitor and make transporting the 
computer safer and easier. 
Simple to set-up and easy to use . . . .  There are no monitor attachments or complicated wiring connections. 
Simply attach the keyboard, plug in the power cord, and the WPC Bridge Is ready to go ! Special tutorial 
programs help novice and experienced users get started quickly. MS-DOS and Apple modes are changed quickly 
and easily without re-booting. 
Versatile 12- inch monochrome display . . . .  The WPC Bridge features an Integrated monitor that slmluates color 
display (16 shades of green) without expensive color options. The WPC Bridge contains AT&T 6300 (TM) graphics 
allowing for sophisticated computer drafting and drawing operations. This graphic set provides higher resolution 
than EGA-type graphics. 
Designed for growth . . . .  The WPC Bridge is ready for additions such as a color monitor , printer, modem , or even 
an Apple joystick. There are no expensive cards to add. The CGA color card, Parallel Port, Serial Port, 51 2K of 
memory, and an Apple Joy Stick Port are already included. 
The WPC Bridge is a complete package . . . .  MS-DOS, Cordata PC PAL and PC TUTOR (DOS tutorials), UIUZAP (TM) , 
and Electric Desk (TM) ( a powerful MS-DOS database, spreadsheet, and conwnunlcations program) are Included 
with each WPXC Bridge system. 
Cost effective for schools, homes, and offices . . . .  Cordata's suggested retail price for the WPC Bridge is 
$1 ,695.00 complete. Special discounts are available for schools and educational applications. The WPC Bridge 
has a standard one-year limited warranty. Service Is available through Cordata's network of authorized dealers 
throughout the U.S.A. and Canada. 
e 
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The WPC Bridge Is IBM Compatible! 
• MICROPROCESSOR: • 
16  Bit 8088·2 4.77 MHZ NORMAL PC mode 
8.0 MHZ TURBO PC mode 
• MEMORY: 
51 2K PC mode (Expandable to 768K ) 
• VIDEO DISPLAY MODE(S): 
CGA Double Scan Graphics 
(16 shades of Green) 
AT&T 6300TM Graphics and Text 
• VIDEO DISPLAY(S): 
INTERNAL 
1 2" Monochrome 
640 X 400 Resolution 
Tilt Screen and Snap Cover 
• DISK DRIVES: 
EXTERNAL VIDEO SUPPORT 
RGB Video Port 
(for CGA External Color Monitor) 
2 internai 360K Half Height ( 5 1/4 ) 
3 1/2 inch supported 
• PERIPHERALS: 
3 PC Style Expansion Slots 
Clock/Calendar 
RS232 Serial Port 
Parallel Printer Port 
• OPTIONS: 
20 MB Hard drive (requires 1 expansion slot) 




The WPC Bridge Is Apple Compatible! 
• MICROPROCESSOR: 
65C02 1 .0 MHZ mode 
6502 1 .0 MHZ Apple mode display contrail 
• MEMORY: 
1 28K APPLE (Main &·Aux Banks) 
16K APPLE (Language Card) 
• VIDEO DISPLAY (S): 
INTERNAL 
40 Column Graphics and Text 
80 Column Text 
Low Resolution Graphics 
( 16 Green LeveiS/Colors ) 
Double High Resolution Graphics 
( 16 Green Leveis!Colors ) 
Mixed Mode of Graphics and Text 
• DISK DRIVES: 
EXTERNAL VIDEO SUPPORT 
RGB Vdeo Port (640 x 200) 
Composite Monitor (640 x 200) 
2 internal 360K Half Height ( 5 1/4 ) 
Apple Disk Drive supported 
• PERIPHERALS: 
Apple Game ort 9 Pin 
Parallel Printer Port 
RS232 Serial Port 
• OTHER FEATURES: 
Steel Frame Construction 
Detachable IBM PC/AT Style Keyboard 
COMPUTER CONSULTANTS 
MINJ.MICRO SPECIALISTS 
James R. Moore 
P O  Box 359 
Palos Park. IL. 60464 
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September 26, 1 988 
The paintings, sculpture, 
prints and photographs ex­
hibited dated from 1 900-1 964 
and represent a selection of 
works created during the 
Harlem Renaissance and 
throughout the artists career. 
The poet Langston Hughes 
wrote MFrom 1 91 �1 929 Har­
lem was In Vogue". In this 
period artists, poets, phil� 
sophers, novelists, dramatists, 
and musicians participated In 
an artistic and intellectual out­
pouring that established Har­
lem as the international capital 
of Black culture. 
The Harlem Renaissance or 
New Negro Movement ad­
vocated the awakening of a 
Black aociaJ and cultural oon­
aciousness. This period of In­
tense creative activity b>/ Biack 
Americans propelled vilual ar-
GSU INNOVATOR 
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tists to the forefront of the 
Renaissance and gave them 
an identifiable context for 
their work. 
Mary Campbel� curator of 
the exhibit explains, Mit was 
through the exhibitions of the 
Harmon Foundation, a major 
patron of Harlem Renaissance 
artists, that their work was first 
introduced to a national audi­
ence. Each developed a vital 
aspect of the Renaissance 
etho&-be It glorification of the 
Black American's African Heri­
tage, the tradition of Black 
folklore, or Interest in the 
details of Black life. They were 
among the first Americans to 
celebrate Black history and 
culture and they were the first 
artiats to define a visual 
� for Black Ameri­
cana: 
The Itinerary of the Har1em 
Renaissance Art of Black 
America Is as follows: Sept 24-
Nov. 1 9, 1 988-The Bowdoin 
College Museum of Art, Bruns­
wick. Maine. Dec. 1 0, 1 988-
Feb. 4, 1 98�The Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum, Austin, 
Texas. March 28-May 2 1 ,  
1 98� The Virginia Museum of 
Fine Arts, Richmond, Virginia 
June 1 8-Aug. 6, 1 98� The Ten­
nessee Botanical Gardens 
and Fine Art Center. Nashville, 
Tennessee. Aug. 26-0ct. 29, 
1 98�The New York State 
Museum, Albany, New York. 
(NOTE: Extensive quotes 
taken from Sources and In­
fluences which is the Ex­
hibitions and Events Cata­
logue of the High Museum of 
Art, Atlanta, Georgia) 
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Welcome Dr. Westbrooks 
During her time as a faculty 
member at EIU, Westbrooks 
helped establish and develop 
the student teacher coor­
dinator position working with 
schools in the Chicago met­
ropolitan area UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr. 
Sandra Westbrooks, an asso­
ciate professorfrom Eastern I l­
linois University, is serving as 
the Board of Governors Affir­
mative Action Fellow at Gover­
nors State University. 
Westbrooks will work with 
GSU Provost David Curtis this 
academic year on a variety of 
projects including a review of 
the GSU graduate program, 
development of a program on 
minority recruitment and re­
tention of faculty, and develop­
ment of cross-referencing of 
community college courses in 
undergraduate education as it 
relates to recommendations 
from the I l linois Board of 
Higher Education. 
Westbrooks will also be a 
GSU review team member as 
the university begins its self­
study for North Central re­
accreditation. 
The Board of Governors Af­
firmative Action Fellow pro­
gram is designed to give 
outstanding minority staff 
members at Board of Gover­
nors institutions the chance to 
develop expertise in university 
administrative skills, thereby 
expanding the candidate pool 
for higher level administrative 
Dr. Westbrooks 
positions. 
Westbrooks, a Chicago resi­
dent, has been on the staff of 
Eastern Illinois University's 
Department of Elementary 
and Special Education since 
1 979. She earned her bach­
elor's and master's degrees 
from EIU, and was awarded the 
doctorate degree in elemen­
tary education from Indiana 
State University. 
As coordinator, Westbrooks 
was able to develop a strong 
rapport with city and suburban 
school administrators and 
teachers as she assigned and 
evaluated the performance of 
EIU student teachers during 
their 1 5-week student-teach­
ing assignments. 
Westbrooks developed a 
successful reflective teaching 
program this summer in which 
she videotaped EIU student­
teachers doing their prac­
ticums at Chicago's Julian 
High School. By videotaping 
students at the start, middle 
and final days of their student­
teaching, Westbrooks was 
able to show students their 
progression and give them 
valuable pointers as they 
watched themselves on tape. 
She will present her work on 
reflective teaching at the 
Association for Teacher Ed­
ucators October workshop in 
Effingham. 
Westbrooks is a member of 
the Association for Super­
vision and Curriculum Devel­
opment, the I nternational 
Reading Association, Phi Delta 
Kappa and Il linois Association 
of Teacher Educators. 
dBase, Lotus, DOS-Computer Courses Offered 
UNIVERSITY PARK - In ad­
dition to computer programs 
offered on campus, Governors 
State University is now con­
ducting workshops at Orland 
Park Place in Orland Park. Four 
courses will be presented in 
early October. 
"dBase I l l  Plus" is written for 
the IBM PC. This is a powerful 
package that works like an 
electronic filing cabinet, in­
stantly retrieving, sorting or list­
ing information. The participant 
will also learn how to use inven­
tory control systems, mailing 
lists and items such as person­
nel records. 
This workshop will be from 
1 :30 to 4:30 p.m., Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, Oct 4 through 
1 3, at Orland Park Place. The 
fee is $ 1 75. 
"Introduction to IBM PC 
DOS" is the most popular 
course at GSU. It's an ideal first 
course in computers. Students 
receive a general review of the 
various parts of the computer 
and an introduction to books 
that will provide assistance in 
daily operation. The course 
also provides hands-on train­
ing in formatting new diskettes, 
copying files and entire disks, 
viewing and printing text files, 
sorting directory lists, and 
d e l e t i n g  o l d  f i l e s  f rom 
directories. 
This workshop will be from 
1 0 am. to 1 p.m., Monday and 
Wednesday, Oct 3 and 5, at 
Orland Park Place. The fee is 
$95. 
"Lotus 1 -2-3," currently the 
best-selling spreadsheet pack­
age, includes data base and 
graphics capabilities. Par­
ticipants will learn how to 
create, save, and print spread­
sheets, bar charts, line graphs, 
and pie charts using the num­
bers from their spreadsheets. 
Students may bring a project of 
their own to class and receive 
help in getting started. 
This workshop will be from 
1 0 am. to 5 p.m., Saturdays, 
Oct 8 and 1 5, at Orland Park 
Place. The fee is $1 75. 
"Using DOS with a Hard 
Disk" provides hands-on train-
CONTRACE IWTIVE. SERVICES 
'AP nm - BREAST EXAMS 
PIECNANCY TESTS 
AIOITIONS 
Conroch..rw SrtY•ntl Lu:Htwd Sfaff 
UJI Coll«t 
(219) 145-0841 (31 2) 701 -9550 m 
HAMMOND CliiCACO LOOP 
� 
fl� (219) 769-3500 MERRI LLVILLE ·· - - - -
"PERFECT TYPE" 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
HOME TYPING SERVICE. 
ALL WORK DONE ON WORD PROCESSORS 
TE RM/RESEARCH PAPERS 




DELIVE RY AVAILABLE 
PHON E: (31 2) 862-4023 
ing in DOS commands special­
ly written for hard disk use. The 
course covers subdirectory 
setup, use, and maintenance. 
Students will write autoexec 
batch files and configuration 
files, practice loading software 
into subdirectories, and learn 
advance application of DOS 
commands. 
This workshop will be from 
1 0 am. to 1 p.m., Monday and 
Wednesday, Oct 1 0  and 1 2, at 
Orland Park Place. The fee is 
$95. 
For further information on 
any of these workshops, or to 
register, contact the Office of 
Conferences and Workshops 
at (31 2) 534-5000, extension 
23 1 0. 
Work hop on 
Substance Abu e 
UNIVERSITY PARK-Gov­
ernors State University will pre­
sent a two-day workshop in 
early October focusing on the 
problems of children of sutr 
stance abusers. 
"Children of Alcoholics" will 
review research and examine 
theories related to the effects 
of parental substance abuse 
on the psychological and so­
cial development of children, 
particularly those of alcoholic 
parents. Participants will learn 
to develop education, interven­
tion, treatment, and aftercare 
programs for children of sutr 
stance abusers. 
The course is offered to 
health and human service 1 students who have had pre­
vious coursework in alco­
holism science or family 
counseling. 
This workshop will be from 
1 0  AM to5:30 PM, Fridays, Oct 
7 and 1 4, at GSU. The fee is 
$61 .50 for undergraduates 
and $65 for graduate stud­
ents. 
For further information, or to 
register, call the GSU Office of 
Conferences and Workshops 
at (31 2) 534-5000 ext. 231 0. 
MOIIDAY 
TUE SDAY 
September 26, 1 988 
MENUS 
WEEK OF SEPT . 26 . 30 
Chi cken Hn � l e  Soup w/ 1 pkg c rackers Chi l l  Con Carne w/1 pkg c ra ckers 
ENTRE E :  Li ve r  & On i ons 
Spaghett i w/Meat Sauce , Ga r l i c  Toast 
Seasoned Peas A Ca rrots 
Wh l pperl Potatoes 
Spl i t  Pea Soup w/ 1 pkg c rackers 
Ch i l l Con CarnP w/1 pkg c ra c ke rs 
ENTREE : Veal Cutlet Pa�san 
Orient a l  Chop Suey over R i ce , Ro l l  A Bu tter 
Seasoned Spi nach 
Wh i pped Potatoes 
WEDNESDAY 
Garden Vegetah l e  Soup w/1 pkg c rackers 
Chi l e  Con Carne w/ 1 pkg c ra c kers 
ENTRE E :  Roast Beef AuJus 
F i ve F r i ed Wi n y  Di n gs w/F r l e s  A Cole S l aw 
Corn O ' Brien 
Wh i pped Potatoes 
THURSDAY 
Beef Ba r l ey Soup w/ 1 pkg crackers 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/ 1 pkg c rackers 
ENTREE : Potted luncheon Steak Ja rd i n i ere 
I t a l i a n  Saus a ge ,  Tomato Sauc e ,  �eppers on F rench Bread SPasoned Cut Brocco l i  
Wh i pped Potatoes 
F R I DAY 
CreaM of T�to Soup w/1 pkg crackers 
Ch i l l  Con Carne w/1 pkg c ra ckers 
ENTREE : F r i ed Perch w/F rles & C o l e  S l aw 
Baked Hacarnn l A Cheese 
Veget ab l e  DeJnu r  
WEEK OF OCT . 3 - 7 . 
MONDAY 
CreaM of C h i cken Soup w/ 1 pkg crackers 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/ 1 pkg c rackers 
ENTRE E :  HaM Steak 




Old Fashi oned Bean Soup w/ 1 pkg crackers 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/1 pkg cra ckers 
ENTREE : Baked Heat loaf 
Sl oppy Jr.e on Bun 
Stewe� TOMatoes & Zucch i n i  
Wh I ppt..1 �ot•toes 
WEDNESDAY 
Crea� of Spi nach Snup w/ 1 pkg c rackers 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/ 1 pkg crackers 
Veget a b l e  lasagna 
F rench Di p Beef on Rol l 
Hed l ey Vegetables 
Wh I pped Potatoes 
THURSDAY 
Hl nes t rone Soup w/ 1 pkg c rackers 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/1 pkg c ra ckers 
ENTREE : Breided Jork Cut l et 
Cre�d Turkey over Noodles 
Pus & C a r rots 
Wh i pped Potatoes 
F R I DAY 
Soup DeJour w/croutons 
Chi l l  Con Carne w/ 1 pkg trickers 
ENTREE : Popcorn Shri mp ,  Sauce , F r i es & Col e S l aw 
Batter F r i ed Cod 
VegPt able DeJour 
tnt rees I nc l ude: Vegetahl e ,  Pntito,  Rol l and Butter 
SUBJECT TO OIAHGE 
"IR-1 00" Show at Museun1 
The 26th annual "IR- 1 00" 
exhibition, showcasing the top 
1 00  technical products and 
processes of 1 987 as judged 
by Research & Develo� 
ment Magazine, will be dis­
played at Chicago's Museum 
of Science and Industry, Sept 
23 through Oct 23. 
The exhibition features the 
a w a r d -w i n n i n g a c c o m ­
plishments of leading scien­
tists, engineers, research and 
development managers and 
independent researchers. Nom­
inations are made by com­
panies and institutions through­
out the world, and winners are 
selected by a panel composed 
of internationally known scien­
tists, engineers, researchers 
and the magazine's editors. 
Included among this year's 
award winners are a device 
and computer program that 
can be used to mass screen 
pharmaceutical nrrvil lr.t!'; for 
tamper resistance ana quality 
control; a method of producing 
pulp for the manufacture of 
newsprint; and a reactor sys­
tem that converts primary 
sewage sludge into heating oil. 
Other top winners include a 
test apparatus that accurately 
measures a product's potential 
contribution to the severity of a 
fire--including the heat, gases 
and smoke the object would 
produce. 
Among the research facilities 
that won awards are Amoco 
Corp., Argonne National Labor­
atory, AT&T Bell Laboratories, 
Baxter Healthcare Corp., De­
Soto Inc., Dow Chemical Co., 
Hitachi Ltd, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture and Zenith Elec­
tronics Corp. 
The Museum is located at 
57th St and Lake Shore Dr. 
Hours are 9:30 am. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and to 
5:30 p.m. Saturdays, Sundays 
and holidays. General admis­
sion and parking are free. 
Open every day except Christ­
mas Day, the Museum is handi­
capped accessible. 
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Writers 
Workshop 
Acid Rain Tested 
Planned 
Forty published authors will 
speak at Autumn Authors Affair 
VI to be held October 1 4  
through 1 6  at the Holiday 
Plaza Hotel, Matteson, I l linois. 
Sixteen workshops will cover 
such topics as novel writing 
(historicals, romances, mys­
teries, and young adult), short 
story, poetry, non-fiction, and 
newspaper reporting. Other 
workshops will cover plotting, 
characterization, getting pub­
lished, and dealing with editors 
and agents. 
Two plans are available to 
those who attend the con­
ference. Saturday, October 
1 5th, offers all the workshops 
plus lunch with a guest speaker 
and a readers rap session. 
Cost is $40.00. The entire 
weekend package adds a buf­
fet and informal get together 
with the authors in the hoters 
hospitality suite both Friday 
and Saturday evenings and a 
brunch with speaker Sunday 
morning. The weekend pac­
kage is $70.00. 
UNIVERSITY PARK - The 
term acid rain has been around 
for nearly 1 00 years, but its 
devastating effects have only 
recently caught the headlines. 
Miles of barren forest land, 
"dead" ponds and lakes that 
were once clear and teeming 
with fish, and the impending ef­
fects of wildlife eco-systems 
have been the concerns of the 
Canadian government for 
some time. 
The expertise, facilities, and 
manpower of GSU's science 
department made it a prime 
testing choice. USEPA also 
selected GSU because of its 
proximity to urban areas and 
because it's located within a 
region of the United States 
determined to be most vulner­
able to acid deposition carried 
by the prevail ing westerly 
winds. 
Two local authors are among 
the panelists. Martha Brown of 
Olympia Fields has had ar­
ticles on education and history 
published in "Christian Science 
Monitor", "American Heritage", 
"McCalls", and "Woman's Day". 
Her non-fiction book School­
wise is published by Tarcher­
St Martin's Press. Beth Ander­
son of Lansing recently sold a 
glitzy mainstream novel to 
Ballantine-Ivy. All Tlult Glit­
ters wil l  be released in  
March. 
Other authors include well 
known h istorical novelists 
Constance O'Banyon, Sylvie 
Sommerfield, Diane Wicker­
Davis, and Norah Hess. Con­
temporary romance novelists 
are Rita Clay Estrada, Barbara 
Bretton, Anne and Ed Kolac­
zyk,JenniferGreene, and Lynn 
Patrick. Short story writers to 
speak will be Susan Feldhake 
and Phyllis Taylor Pianka 
Poets include Dr. Charles 
Tinkham and Dorthy Ross. 
Young Adult novelists Arlene 
Erlbach and Lei la Davis, 
Regency writer Martha Jean 
Powers, and mystery writer 
Leslie Lynn will also speak. 
Non-fiction writers include 
Ruth Wucherer and Sharon 
DeVita Agent John Sommer­
field will also be in atten­
dance. 
GSU graduate student Janet Cowser collects the pre­
vious day's rain water sampling from a sterilized buck• 
et. Cowser teats the water in the campus lab for levels 
of acidity (PhJ. Her findings are part of a national study 
for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on 
acid rain. 
To make reservations or for 
more information, contact 
Love Designers Writers Club, 
1 507 Burnham Avenue, Calu­
met City, IL 60409, 31 2-862-
9797. 
Now the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) 
has begun a two-year testing 
project that will help it develop 
computer programs to mea­
sure the atmospheric moisture 
and gases for acidic pollutants 
that cause acid rain. 
Governors State University 
has joined the project as one of 
35 regional sites where daily 
collections of gases, particles, 
and rain water are document­
ed and sent to California for 
chemical analysis. 
This is the first time a com­
prehensive approach to pre­
dicting future acid deposition 
in the United States has been 
undertaken, according to Dr. 
Karen D'Arcy, GSU professor 
of analytical chemistry who is 
the overseer of the testing pro­
gram on campus. 
The rain water is collected in 
a sterilized bucket and tested 
in the campus lab for levels of 
acidity (Ph). Gases and par­
ticles are collected from chem­
ically-prepared filters mounted 
to a 40-foot tower on the cam­
pus grounds. Cowser cranks 
down the moveable tower 
each day to collect her sam­
pling, installs a new set of 
filters, and raises the tower 
again. 
Cowser sends the samples 
to ERT in California for chemi­
cal analysis. From there, the 
samples go to Environmental 
Monitoring and Services, Inc. 
in North Carolina for com­
puter assessment. 
Approximately 1 5  other uni­
versities are conducting the 
same tests, as well as several 
farms and state parks. 
EYEIYISION ClRE FOR CHIIJREN lDULTS 
Sol Tannebaum, 0.0., M.H.S.,  F.A.A.O. 
-��-·��-�OOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY 
'. 
• SPECIALIZING IN ALL PHASES OF CON­
TACT LENS CARE, HARD-TO-FIT PROB­
LE M S  OUR SPECIALTY (ALSO SA TURN 
LENS, W/J DURASOFT COLORS) 
• LA8 ON PREMISES FOR FASTER SER­
VICE ON ALL GLASSES 
• L A T E S T  I E L E C T I O N  OF Q U ALITY 
FRAMES, SUNGLASSES, ATHlETIC & 
SAFETY GLASSES, VARILUX, RAY IAN, 
SUN SENSOR 
• DIFFICULTY SEEING PROBLEMS OUR 
SPECIALTY 
2555 W. LINCOLN HIGHWAY 
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60411 
3 1 2!" 748-2060 
. 
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U of I 
President 
on Campus 
University of Illinois Presi­
dent Stanley Ikenberry will be 
one of the guest speakers at 
the Sept 27 6th annual Gover­
nors State University planning 
conference "Building an Edu­
cational Agenda for the Year 
2000." The program opens at 
9: 1 5 am  and continues through­
out the da�· with speakers and 
workshop sessions. For further 
information contact the GSU 
Office of Conferences and 




School nurses can sharpen 
their skills through the series 
"Primary Physical Assessment 
Skills Seminar for School 
Nurses" at GSU. 
The Workshops will be from 
4:3:> PM to 7::!/J PM Thursdays, 
Oct 6 through Nov. 1 7. Many 
topics will be covered The fee 
is $70. For further information 




The Chicago Medical Socie­
ty announces the publication 
of an updated edition of its 
AIDS Service Directory, which 
contains information about 
physical and psychological 
support services available in 
Cook County to persons whose 
lives have felt the impact of Ac­
quired I mmune Deficiency 
Syndrome. 
The expanded Directory was 
developed for use by physicians 
and other health related pro­
fessionals, counselors, per­
sons with AIDS or AIDS 
Related Complex, persons 
who are HIV Antibody Positive, 
friends, family, and anyone 
who is concerned about AIDS. 
The contents cover medical 
care and testing; home health 
care; emergency assistance; 
social and psychosocial ser­
vices; support groups; public 
and professional education 
resou rces/coa l i t i o ns;  f i ­
nancial services; and legal 
assistance. 
The Directory is available at 
no charge to physicians, other 
health and social service pro­
fessionals and the public upon 
request from the Chicago 
Medical Society, (31 2) 670-
2550, ext. 2 1 3. 
Seton Academy will be hold­
ing an 8 week evening painting 
class for adults every Wednes­
day from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
beginning October 1 2th. 
The class will be taught by 
Seton Academy Fine Art In­
structor, Ms. Jeanette May. 
May holds a Master of Fine 
Arts from the California In­
stitute of the Arts and recently 
held a solo exhibition at the 
AR.C. Gallery in Chicago. 
The 8 week course is 
designed for al l  interested 
adults over 1 6  years of age. 
The fee is $45.00. For more in­
formation call Ms. May at 
Seton Academy at 333-6300 
from 9:00 am. to 3:00 p.m 
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.t The Signature Group, we know how tough it can be . . .  
·ttending class, � homework and juggling a job on top 
: > make ends meet. There is a way to earn the money 
\"OU need without working unreasonable hours . . . a part-time 
J'lb at The Signature Group! 
�ou can start off earning $5 per hour and expect salary 
•ncreases at 8 weeks and 6 months. Vibrking any of our 
< onvenient shifts, (17-22 hours/week) )'011'0 still have 
olenty of study time. 
You'D be marketiug our insurance products to customers nationwide. All )'011 need are: 
• EDIIIIt C:O.IIkatlol -
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The Signature Group provides: 
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Start earning next week and have plenty of money to 
spend and plenty of time to study. 
Call 389·9200 
\\eekdays, 10:30 AM to 5 PM. 
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LIBRA: ( Sept 24 - Oct 23) 
THIS IS your month!l Every­
thing you touch turns to Gold 
Success w1th f1nances, caree­
and that love 1nterest you' ve 
been cult1vat1ng 
SCORPIO: t Ocl 24 - Nov 
22) 
Take a breakl Don t let the 
everyday humdrum bum you 
out You deserve a peacelul 
relax1ng get- away 
SAGITARIUS: 1 N ov. 23 
Dec. 2 1 )  
The energy you possess �� 
phenomenal No one can hold 
a candle to you th1s month bu: 
they' ll try Don t blow out th 
flame of others while your::. 
burns bnghtly. 
CAPRICORN: 1 Dec. 2 2  - Jan 
20) 
Rest t1me 1s over' F1n1sh that 
1mportant proJect the rewardti 
you rece1ve may surpnse you 
AQUARIU!k ( Jan 2 1  - Feb 
1 9) 
lfs t1me to let your ha1r down 
and the sunsh1ne 1n! Let other::. 
see the warrn canng, natural 
you They're sure to take a 
shme to you 
PISCE& 1 Feb 20 - March 
20) 
Fnends are more 1mportant 
to you now than ever. Bu� don' t 
go thmkmg you re the b1g f1sh 




b1gger f1sh than you 
ARIE& ( March 2 1  - Apnl 20) 
Although humbleness is not 
qurte your style, 1t IS adva� 
tageous to be so now. Your 
"SUbJects'' w111 be apprec1at1ve 
1n many ways. 
TAURU& (Apnl 2 1  - May 2 1 )  
Lately you' ve been contenr 
plating a b1g move Now 1s not 
the nght t1me Be pat1ent 
fnendly sources w111 adv1se you 
when the time IS nght 
GEMINI: ( May 22 - June 2 1 )  
Noth1ng pleases you th1s 
month Everythmg others do 
seems wrong Examme your­
self, 1t IS you who m1ght be 
wrong 
CANCEit (J une 22 - July 
23) 
A face from the past reap­
pears 1n your life That person 
may bring some mterestmg op­
portumties. Remember, oppor­
tunity only knocks once 
LEO: (July 24 - Aug 23) 
Your bark IS worse than your 
bite, or should we say your roar. 
Don't mt1m1date a possible 
romance w1th that m1ghty 
roar. 
VIRGO: (Aug 24 - Sept 23) 
Sugar IS swee� and so are 
words. Don' t believe every­
thmg you hear. True fnends w1ll 
tell you what you need to know, 
not what you want to hear. 
"A Taste of GSU" 
The C1v1l Serv1ce Cookbook 
has arrived! It has taken a full 
year to prepare a book of over 
500 rec1pes, with 1 4  pages of 
helpful  h ints. You will  bf' 
amazed at the culinary capa 
bilities of your co-workers w1tr 
such exotic rec1pes as Gulab 
Jaman (Pistachio Muffin), Crab 
Puffs, and Borscht (Beet Soup 
- as well as our everyday 
good ol' home cookin'. 
The cookbook will go on sale 
at a gala, titled, "A Taste of 
GSU," to be held on October 
1 2, 1 988. from 1 1  :00 am. to 
4:00 p.m. Books will be sold in 
the Hall of Governors as well as 
at the Tasting Event, which will 
be held in Engbretson Hall 
from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The 
proceeds from the sale will be 
used to provide scholarships 
for employees and their fam­
ilies. The free samples of 
recipes at the Tasting Event 
will be donated by Civil Service 
staff members. 
We have had 1 0 very hard­
working and dedicated com­
mittee members: Katie Ball, 
Chris Barberi, Virginia Bixby, 
Dee Hommema, Dorothy Pais, 
Donna Rutledge, Jackie Schim­
ke, Vivian Sherman, Usula 
Sklan, Mildred Toberman, and 
two who have since left GSU: 
Shannon Arends and Betsey 
Stavropoulos. Others served 
for a limited time and their ser­
vices are appreciated; how­
ever, those who have been 
with the project for the entire 
period have given tirelessly of 
their time to attend meetings, 
proofread, type, proofread, 
alphabetize, proofread - and 
then get sales promotion, the 
Event, and actual sales or­
ganized are given hearty con­
gratulations and recognition 
for a heroic job well done. Ellen 
Kahn, Chairperson, deserves a 
special round of applause for 
her continual follow-up and su­
perb handling of every ticklish 
situation. 
The Committee especially 
wishes to extend its apprecia­
tion to lynne Hotstetter for her 
untiring job of editing and word 
processing to get the Cook­
book ready for the printer. 
Pat Fares claimed 1t was one of 
the most professional jobs he 
has received from the GSU 
community. 
We wish to thank Bill Dodd 
Executive Director, University 
Relations, and Ginni Burg­
hardt, Director of Alumni Re­
lations, UA for helping to 
defray the cost of printing. 
The price of the Cookbook is 
$7.50 - a real value for its size 
and number of recipes. It will 
make a wonderful gift for 
Thanksgiving, Christmas and 
birthdays. 




Learning to eat healthfully 
while at college doesn't have 
to take a full semester. Thanks 
to the nutritionists at Sweet 'N 
Low, a "crash course" is now 
available. 
A new booklet, " 1 0  Healthy 
Eating Tips for the Harried 
College Student," provides ad­
vice for selecting and prepar­
ing quick and nourishing meals 
and for dieting safely. For 
those who hold late-night 
study sessions, there are sug­
gestions for low-allorie snacks. 
01111 11111 Cicuua Ht&lib IN !Ia 
For students who can cook 
in their residence halls, win­
ning recipes from the Sweet 'N 
Low "Grade 'A' Cooking Con­
test" are included. This contest 
challenged college students 
and college foodservice em­
ployees to develop healthful, 
easy recipes that can be pre­
pared in a residence-hall room 
using only small appliances. 
To order your copy of this 
booklet, send a check or 
money order for 50 cents to 
cover postage and handling 
to: 
Cumberland Packing Corp. 
60 Rushing Avenue, Dept CS 






Three GSU students are par­
ticipating in an art exhibit en­
titled "Works On And Off The 
Wall" at Indiana University 
Northwest in Gary, Indiana 
Lilly Krasnodebski of Orland 
Park, is exhibiting a sculpture 
piece. Ellen Petraits of Floss­
moor, has a painting and a 
drawing in the exhibit Leslie 
Scruggs of Lansing, displays 
a sculpture. 
Petraits is a grad in the art 
department Krasnodebski and 
Scruggs are undergrad art 
students. 
This exhibit features recent 
work by former student (MA­
Art) Louis Greer of Dyer, In­
diana Greer was recently 
featured in the I n n ovator 
(Aug. 22). 
Nine other local artists have 
contributed works to this ex­
hibit. They collectively call 
themselves "Zenith." The ex­
hibit runs through Oct 2 1  at 




UN IVERSITY PARK - Is the 
Soviet Union really the "evil 
empire" or are we all convinced 
Mikhail Gorbachev's Soviet­
style "glastnost" is working? 
Professor James Cracraft 
will explore that and other 
issues at a two-day workshop, 
"Recent Trends in the Soviet 
Union;' at Governors State 
University. 
The first session will be from 
9 am. to 5 p.m., Oct 1 .  The sec­
ond session will be from 9 am. 
to 5 p.m., Nov. 1 2. The lapse of 
time allows students taking the 
course for credit to read the re­
quired materials and prepare 
a paper. 
Cracraft will discuss contem­
porary Soviet history, politics, 
and social developments in 
setting the stage for the ex­
plication and analysis of the 
Gorbachev "revolution" and 
the new Soviet policies of 
perestroika and glastnost. 
Other topics will include the 
Stalin question, the KGB, the 
political elite, foreign policy, 
m i l itary strategy, women, 
ethnicity, and mass media in 
the Soviet Union. 
Cracraft is a professor of 
Russian and Soviet history at 
the University of Illinois at 
Chicago and a fellow of the 
Russian Research Center at 
Harvard University. He is the 
author of numerous works in 
Russian and Soviet studies, in­
cluding "The Soviet Union 
Today: An Interpretive Guide," 
which is the text for the course. 
Professor Cracraft has worked 
and traveled extensively in the 
Soviet Union since 1 964, and 
talks frequently on Russia to 
schoo� church, and civic groups 
September 26, 1 988 
as well as on Chicago radio 
and television. He has serv� 
as special consultant on Soviet 
affairs to the Roosevelt Center 
for Amencan Studies, Washing­
ton, D.C., as an editor of "The 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scien­
tists," and as study leader for 
trips to the Soviet Union spon­
sored by the Smithsonian I n­
stitution, the Chicago Council 
on Foreign Relations, and the 
University of I l linois Alumni 
Association. He holds degrees 
in Russian history from George­
town and Oxford Universities. 
From the latter university he 
received his doctorate in 
1 968. 
This workshop may be taken 
for one hour of undergraduate 
or graduate credit as Political 
Science 50A-Topics in Political 
Science: Recent Social Trends 
in the Soviet Union. 
This course is meant as a 
follow-up to GSU's earlier con­
ferences on the Soviet scene, 
this workshop will be valuable 
to current events buffs, politi­
cal activists, and graduates 
and undergraduates in all 
fields. 
Registration is easy! Just fill 
out the form below and return it 
with your check For further in­
formation call the Office of 
Conferences and Workshops 
at (31 2) 534-500  X23 1  0. Fee: 
$85 Noncredit, $ 1 09 Under­
graduate credit, $1 1 2.50 Grad­
uate credit (includes materials, 
lunches, and breaks). 
There is a special noncredit 
group rate of $50/person for 5 
or more registering at the 
same time and paying i n  
advance. 
Registrations cancelled five 
working days before the pro­
gram will receive full refund of 
fees. After that time, a service 
charge may be assessed. No 
refunds are permitted after the 
first session begins. 
Parkmg at uovernors State 
is one dollar per day. Please 
stop at the parking booth at the 
University Parkway (Stunkel 
Road) entrance as you enter 
and purchase your permit. 
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Father and Son Named 
to Who's Who in Education 
Professor Blood 
UNIVERSITY PARK-That 
old adage" like father, like son" 
certainly applies to Governors 
State University Professor 
David G Blood and his son, 
David ..1 Blood of Richton Park 
Each has received special 
recognition for his accom­
plishments by being named to 
"Whds Whd' books. 
Professor Blood was named 
to "Whds Who in American 
Education" for his accom­
plishments of the last 1 5  years. 
His son was named to "Whds 
Who Among American H igh 
School Students" for his out­
standing academic and ex­
tracurricular record 
Dr. Blood first joined the 
GSU staff as an adjunct pro­
fessor in 1 984 and was named 
a fuU·time professor 111 1 986. 
Before that he was a teacher 
and administrator in Il l inois' 
public schools serving as an 
assistant principa� depart­
ment head, coordinator of gift­
ed education, computer ed­
ucation and health and physi­
cal education curriculums, and 
has helped develop curricula 
in reading math and social 
studies. 
Dr. Blood is professor of 
computer education and cur­
iculum development and serves 
as coordinator of the computer 
education sequence for the 
maste(s degree in education 
at GSU. He has also been a 
consultant to school districts 
and business and has spoken 
at national conventions and 
workshops on the uses of com­
puters in education 
The professor said he has no 
idea who nominated him for 
the honor; but his resume was 
enough to convince the spor.­
sors of "Whds Who in Ameri­
can Education" to commend 
him for his work 
As for David J. Blood, he 
graduated in the top eight per­
cent of his graduating class at 
Rich South High School where 
he was in the gifted and talent­
ed program all four years. He 
was vice president of his 
sophomore class and earned a 
varsity letter in swimming. 
Blood was a Hugh O Brien 
Ambassador from Rich South 
and was a member of the 
National Honor Society and a 
world finalist in the" Odyessy of 
the Mind' competition He will 
be majoring in mechanical er.­
gineering at Bradley University. 
Photographers Exh ibit 
at the I nfi n ity Gal lery 
UNIVERSITY PARK -Three 
photographers will exhibit their 
works in September in the In­
finity Gallery at Governors 
State University. 
The show will open with a 
reception at 5 p.m. Sept 9. The 
Infinity Gallery is free and open 
to the public from 3 to 7 p.m. 
Mondays through Fridays. The 
works of Susan Evans Grove, 
Michael Lucas and Richard 
Colburn will be on exhibit 
through Sept 30. 
Susan Evans Grove has 
titled her show "de con struc­
tion." The color photos have 
captured the changes occur­
ing in the "Hell's Kitchen" area 
of Manhattan When the neigh­
borhood took on the new 
name of "CCintOf\" Grove began 
to capture its new face as 
well. 
"All of the destruction and 
construction happening side 
by side provides many humorous 
sights," she said. "There is also 
an underlying sense of sad­
ness..the loss of America's 
great cultural enclave. These 
photographs are an attempt to 
capture both that humor and 
sadness." 
Grove received a bachelor of 
fine arts degree in photog­
raphy from the School of Visual 
Arts rn New York City. 
Michael Lucas has titled his 
show "Welcome Home " His 
color photos depict the chang­
ing landscape of southeast 
Ohio as people in the steep 
hills buy satellite dishes for 
television reception. He also 
photographed the viewers in 
their homes to get a sense of 
what part television plays in 
their lives. 
Lucas, of Columbus, Ohio, 
earned his master of fine arts 
degree in photography/art his­
tory from Ohio University. 
Richard Colburn has titled 
his show "Local Color. Photo­
graphs of Community Events." 
Colburn says he was drawn to 
the events because of what 
they represent, and what is 
written into them. 
''The photographs simultan­
eously compose a portrait of a 
communityand a portrait ofthe 
nation," he said. "I see the mak­
ing of the photographs as 
analagous to reading between 
the lines. I am photographing 
between the lines, looking for 
the mixed messages that can 
be held in a single image." 
Colburn, of Cedar Falls, Iowa, 
earned his master of fine arts 
degree from the University of 
Minnesota He is assistant pro­
fessor at the University of 
Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls. 
For further information on 
this show, contact the GSU 
Division of Rne and Perform­
ing Arts at (31 2) 534-5000, ex­
tension 2461 
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New Playground equipment was recently installed at the 
Student Life Child Care Center. The new outdoor play area 
was made possible through a cooperative effort of the Alumni 
Association and the Student Life Child Care Center Advisory 
Board. The equipment includes two slides, two swings, a 
'treehouse,' trapeeze bar, monkey bars and an 'injury safe' play 
area 
The Alumni Association has also donated several other 
pieces of playground equipment A new sandbox has �en set 
up and a climbing area has been installed New fenc1ng has 
been set in place surrounding the entire outdoor play area for 
safety and security. 
The new equipment has allowed the Teachers and staff of 
the Student Life Child Care Center more opportunity to pro­
gram lessons in the outdoors. With facilities now available for 
structured as well as free play, the children are able to utilize 
creativity while improving motor skills. They will also be able to 
take advantage of good weather and enjoy the fresh air in a 
safe play environment 
The Student Life Child Care Center invites all students, 
faculty and staff to stop by and see the new playground equip­
ment, and find out more about enrolling a child in the 
program. 
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ACT Test 
to be 
· G iven at 
GSU 
UNIVERSITY PARK-High 
School students can get valu­
able information and a working 
knowledge of the American 
College Test (ACl) through a 
review program and a reading 
program being offered at 
Governors State University. 
The ACT review program will 
be from 9 am. to 1 p.m. Satur­
days, Oct 1 ,  8 and 1 5. 
The ACT is an evaluation in­
strument used by most public 
· universities as part of the ad­
mission criteria. The test 
measures language, math and 
social science knowledge and 
ranks participants against all 
who take the test 
Through this review class 
students will use pre-test and 
post-test to measure improve­
ment, provide students with a 
review of the content areas, 
familiarize students with the 
test format and help them ex­
plore test-taking strategies. 
An additional reading readi­
ness review course for the ACT 
will be offered from 1 :30 to 
5:30 p.m. Oct 8. This review will 
help students with their read­
ing skills especially in the con­
text of the format of the ACT. 
The fee fort he ACT Review is 
$85 and the fee for the reading 
readiness class is $50. For 
further informat1on. or to regis­
ter, contact the Office of Con­
ferences and Workshops at 
(31 2) 534-5000, extension 
2484. 
Free Counsel ing Offered at GSU 
UNIVERSITY PARK - Do 
you need someone whdll li& 
ten to yotf? 
Free counseling is offered to 
individuals and couples as part 
of a training program for ad­
vanced graduate counseling 
students at Governors State 
University. 
The counseling can focus on 
a wide range of situations or 
problems such as marriage or 
divorce, depression, parent­
child conflicts, stress, com­
munication difficulties, lone-
liness, lack of self-confidence, 
adjustments to major life 
changes (such as unemploy­
ment death, job change), and 
personal growth or marriage 
enrichment 
Counseling is open to res­
idents oft he greater south sub­
urban area Sessions generally 
will take place on the GSU 
campus in University Pari<, 
although sessions can some­
times be arranged at other 
locations. 
The sessions will be tape 
recorded to assist the cour.­
selo(s training and may be 
reviewed by supervising facu� 
ty or other counselors in trair.­
ing. All material presented by 
clients during counseling se& 
sions is confidential and is 
available to no one except the 
supervising faculty and shr 
dents in advanced training. 
Those interested may call 
the Division of Psychology and 
Counseling at(31 2) 534-5000, 
extension 2 1 54 or 2394 for 
further information 
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Classified 
"HIRING! Federal government 
jobs in your area and overseas. 
Many immediate openings 
without waiting list or test $1 5-
68,000. Phone call refundable. 
(602) 838-8885. Ext 9530." 
�TUDENT DESPERATELY 
SEEKING RIDE-Mon. and 
Wed. 7:30 p.m.-1 0:30 p.m. 
class. In Kankakee area con­
tad ThereS9 (81 5)932-6645. 
Park Forest mom will care for 
your infant or toddler in my 
home. Call: Debbie Brooks 
747-4603. 
�- r. A. c.  
... ,... 
-· -
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Governors State Univers i ty 
Bright Future 
for Suburbs 
The future is bright for the 
South Suburbs, and the Cham­
ber of Commerce of the South­
em Suburbs has high expec­
tations for the area 
The Chamber, composed of 
volunteer business and pro­
fessional leaders, works to pro­
mote the economic vitality and 
quality of life in the Southern 
Suburbs. 
As a regional organization 
serving 40 communities, the 
Chamber of Commerce of the 
Southern Suburbs provides a 
forum for business men and 
women throughout the region 
to meet, share common con­
cerns and work together to 
solve problems of mutual in­
terest The Chamber also im­
plements public relations 
campaigns and is involved with 
legislative action and the 
development and retention of 
area business. 
The Chamber volunteers are 
the backbone of the organiza­
tion. By generously supporting 
the Chamber through par­
ticipation in committee ac­
tivities and functions, the 
Chamber can host various 
functions throughout the 
year. 
Business Expo is only one of 
many events sponsored by the 
Chamber, including Sports. 
Luncheons, Washington and 
Springfield legislative action 
trips, monthly Business After 
Hours, an annual Golf Outing, 
Annual Meeting, a Holiday get­
together and numerous com-
��II INNOVATOR 
mittee planned social events 
which combine business with 
a relaxed atmosphere. 
With over 800 members, the 
Chamber expects to continue 
its rapid growth. Respected by 
organizations throughout the �te, the Chamber is develop­
Ing a healthy business climate 
for the Southern Suburbs. 
Members receive free adver­
tising and publicity via the 
Chamber programs in which 
they participate by being 
named in public relations 
press releases and newslette; 
credits. All members receive a 
fr�e listing in the membership 
d1rectory and can advertise in 
"News and Views," the monthly 
newsletter which is read by 
over 1 300 area opinion lead­
ers. 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
CHAMBER: 
1 .  ECONOMIC DEVELOP­
MENT DIVISION, Business 
Expo Committee, Economic 
Education Committee, Small 
Business Council; 
2. INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS 
DIVISION, Human Resources 
Managers' Council I nter­
national Trade Co�mittee 
Manufacturers' Council, Pur� 
chasing Agents' Council Safe­
ty Council; 
3. LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS 
DIVI�ION, County Govern­
mental Relations Committee, 
State Governmental Relations 
Committee, Federal Govern­
mental Relations Committee 





tion Committee, Income De­
velopment Committee Strate­
gic Planning/Prog;am of 
Work/Budget Committees; 
5. M EM BE RS H I P  SER­
V I C E S  D I V I S I O N ,  A m ­
bassadors, Golf Outing and 
Sports Luncheons. 
For additional "1formation 
about the Chamt..er of Com­
merce of the Southern Sub­
urbs, please contact Julie 
Thompson, Communications 




Tuesday, September 27 
1 1  :30 am. - Opening Cer­
emonies - Atrium Area Bands 
and dignitaries will kick off our 
third annual salute to business 
in the Southern Suburbs. 
Noon - 7 p.m. - Business 
Expo Exhibits Open 
4 - 6 p.m. - Hospitality Hour/ 
Entertainment Refreshments 
provided courtesy of Chamber 
sponsors. Stars from Drury 
Lane South-Martinique's hit 
"The Phantom & the Super­
stars" provide entertainment 
Door prizes throughout the 
day 
Wedne•d-v, September 28 
1 1  :00 am. - Seminar. "Pro­
ject Yourself Professionally". 
Speaker: Joyce Rheinheimer, 
Ph.D 
Noon - 7 p.m. - Business 
Expo Exhibits Open 
2:00 p.m. - Seminar. "Labor 
Law Update". Speaker: Ken­
neth A Jenero, Attorney 
4 - 6 p.m. - Hospitality Hour. 
Refreshments provided cour­
tesy of Holiday Plaza Complex! 
"The Amazing Howe Brothers" 
comedy team will entertain. 
Door prizes throughout the 
day! 
Governors State University 
will be exhibiting in Booth 
#36. 
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Goals: The goals of the 
Board of Governors Affirmative 
Action Administrative Fellows 
Program are to expand and 
diversify the pool of leader­
ship talent within the system 
and to increase minority and 
female access to the pipeline 
for top level higher education 
administrative positions across 
the country. The program 
seeks to attain these goals by 
placing currently employed 
faculty and staff with appro­
priate educational credentials 
under the mentorship of BOG 
university Presidents and Vtce 
Presidents on a released-time 
basis. For the 1 989-90 aca­
demic year, a maximum of two 
faculty/staff members may be 
selected for nomination from 
each campus. 
Eligibility: Applicants are ex­
pected to be full-time, continu­
ing faculty or administrative 
and professional staff with a 
doctorate or generally recog­
nized terminal degree and 
three years of experience at a 
Board of Governors university. 
Applicants lacking these re­
quirements but having other 
outstanding qualifications may 
be considered by Screening 
Committees. Minorities and 
women will be given prefer­
ence in the selection process. 
In line with the program's pur­
pose, an effort will be made to 
match an applicanfs experi­
ence, credentials, and career 
aspirations with an appro­
priate presidential or vice 
presidentiS'I offiCe in a Board of 
Governors university. 
Applications: Interested ap­
plicants should submit ( 1 )  a 
cover letter of application, (2) 
current vita, (3) three letters of 
recommendation attesting to 
the applicanfs potential for 
success in senior level ad­
ministration, and (4) a com­
pleted Application Form. A 
more complete description of 
the program, as well as applica­
tion forms and additional infor­
mation and aid in completing 
the application process may 
be obtained from the Affirma­
tive Action Office on each 
Board of Governors campus 
(Chicago State, Governors 
State, Eastern, Northeastern 
and Western I l l inois U ni­
versities). 
Placement: The placement 
period for this program cycle 
will be for the fall 1 989 through 
spring 1 990 academic year. 
One purpose of the program is 
to broaden the experience of 
the Fellows beyond their home 
campus. In support of this pur­
pose, every effort will be made 
to place Fellows at a site other 
than their home campus. In ad­
dition to primary placement at 
a campus other than their own 
under the mentorship of a 
President or Vice President, 
learning experiences at the 
Board of Governors System 
Office and at other campuses 
within the BOG system will 
also be incorporated into the 
placement agreement of each 
Fellow. 
Application Deadline: Oc­
tober 1 5, 1 988. 
Send application materials 
to: 
Mrs. Janice Schultz 
Office of the President 
